The Fiery Cross

"Another thing that came to us as we rode, 'Who never to himself had said—'
This is my home, my native land!"

VOLUME II—NUMBER 1

1,500 KLAN'S GUESTS IN MEETING IN H. S.: SHOW REGALIA, CROSS

Cheer Two Ministers in Vigorous Denunciations of Invisible Empire's Enemies; Usurers and Ticket Takers Robed and Hooded.

DENVER, Colo.—More than 1,500 men and women took part in the banquet of the Ku Klux Klan to attend the special meeting in the Denver high school auditorium Tuesday evening, every seat being taken. In the course of the address, the speaker asked the audience about the presence of the Klansmen and the audience made a hearty response.

"May the Cross be given me as a sword and a shield!

THE DAILY CROSS

Another minstrel show, with a sermon on the Cross of Jesus, will be given at the First Presbyterian Church, Debary, Fla., this week. Rev. Dr. G. W. C. Humes will give the sermon, with the Barnum and Bailey Band accompanying.

SANDUSKY CHURCH GETS DONATION

OhiO TOWNSPEOPLE RECEIVE DONATIONS FROM KLAN

Two fiends crossed the bridge over the Ohio River on New Year’s Night. They paid a visit to a local church and presented a donation of $25.

ALL STRANGERS

There was a pardon of the year for all who attended the meeting and the gifts were distributed.

Two men who were present at the meeting were amines, one being a miner, the other a farmer. They were in charge of the meeting, and the gifts were distributed over the heads of the crowd.

The Cross of Jesus was in evidence on the faces of the people, who received the gift with gratitude.

We will not give this Cross to anyone who is not a member of the Invisible Empire.

FAKE MOSQUE MAKES ANOTHER OFFER

FRANKLIN KLAN HAS UNSELSEEN SPIRIT

HELP THE UNLUCKY TO ENJOY THE HOLIDAYS.

REV. LITTLE FLAYS INVISIBLE EMPIRE

The first, Rev. Robert J. Taylor, pastor of the First Presbyterian church, stated that the Invisible Empire was a fraud and a cheat, and that it should be exposed to public view.

 centroid.
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A Satisfying Gift

We have concluded to give the readers of The Fiery Cross an opportunity to assist us in our efforts to publicize the truth. This can be done by using our regular readers can order this book at a discount, which will help support our ministry.

Name: Jane Doe
Address: 123 Main St, Anytown USA
City: Anytown
State: USA
Zip: 12345

I hereby agree to order a copy of The Satisfying Gift for $10 each and I agree to contribute $5 towards the cost of shipping and handling. My order will be shipped to the address above.

Signature: Jane Doe
Date: 12/01/2023

Please make checks payable to "The Satisfying Gift" and send to:

The Satisfying Gift
P.O. Box 1234
Anytown, USA 12345

Thank you for your support!
Ohio Town Ready to Step on 'Eer Ball Section"

The fastest growing weekly in AMERICA is the FIERY CROSS

As a Straight-Out Business Proposition

ADVERTISING

In this 100% American Paper will pay you well.

BECAUSE

1. Reader-interest is unusually high.
2. Advertising space is easily sold.
3. Circulation is growing by leaps and bounds.

Circulation, January 22, over 56,996.

This paper is read by at least five people.

4. You need not be a Klanman to advertise with us. We DO NOT DISCRIMINATE.
5. The QUALITY of our circulation is the very best.

THE FIERY CROSS, 578 Century Bldg.
Lincoln 1457
Indianapolis
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GIVE US A TRIAL

Broward Station, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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